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Preserve the Optimal Drinking 
Temperature in Your Glass 

A New & Unique Upscale Merchandise O�ering
Not just another wine tumbler, the VoChill wine glass chillers have taken 

social media by storm and are now available for wholesale.

The World’s First & Only Personal Wine Chiller



Also seen in

Made For Wine Enthusiasts, by Wine Enthusiasts
“We simply wanted a better way to preserve the chill in the glass without interfering 
with the wine experience. We envisioned a product that would accentuate the wine 
glass without altering the beauty of the wine itself.”   

Lisa Pawlik - CEO
With a passion for wine and innovation, Lisa found 
her calling in leading VoChill. She is personable, 
and passionate about driving the success of the 
brand. Lisa has a diversified background in retail, 
hospitality, and food & wine.

Meet the Founders

Randall Pawlik - President & Designer
Always looking for a better way, and with a burning 
interest in design, Randall is the creator of the VoChill 
line of products. He is a self-taught industrial designer 
and is constantly developing new ideas and improve-
ments for our future line of products.

This husband & wife team is shaking up the wine 
world with their innovative products that are quickly 
gaining recognition as important tools for an 
improved wine experience.

 - Randall & Lisa Pawlik, Founders of VoChill

Oprah’s Favorite Things
“SHARK
   TANK”

VoChill made �e List & �e Show!

Season 142022

Selected one of



Welcome to a be�er wine experience 
through temperature control 

Wine Experts Agree
All wines should be enjoyed with a varying 
degree of chill, even reds. Most red wine 
is best enjoyed between  55 - 65 F., or 
cellar temp, not room temperature.

VoChill brings a room temp red to cellar 
temp in minutes, bringing out the wine’s 
best characteristics.

VoChill keeps your wine crisp, cool and refreshing by surrounding your wine in a cooling cradle that 
gently pulls heat out of your glass for truly effective and long-lasting temperature control. Keep the chill 
without giving up your glass - no tumbler or ice required. It’s just you, your glass and your favorite pour, 
perfectly chilled.

From the bottle to the glass - the last sip is just as enjoyable as the first.
The Last Mile

VoChill adds a special touch of style & hospitality that people are proud to share with their guests.
The Presentable Solution

�e VoChill Di�erence

The glass is central to wine enjoyment. VoChill is designed to complement the beauty of the wine glass, 
allowing you to see, smell & taste the wine. VoChill accentuates & preserves this experience.

The Glass

�e Future of 
Wine Enjoyment
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Non-slip base

Strong magnetic 
connections
secure parts 

together

Refreezable
Chill Cradle™

Stemless Stemmed

Detach & store only the Chill 
Cradle in your freezer for at  
least 3 hours

Judge the 
color of

your wine on a
pure white 

background

Adds stability, preventing 
spillage and breakage

Traps condensation

VoChill cradles the 
bowl of your glass 
to gently preserve 
the chill

Actively chills for 1.5 hours 
indoors and up to 45 minutes 
in outdoor shaded heat

Made from durable plastics that are engineered to last

Gripping pad stabilizes 
your glass

Thoughtfully Designed to 
Perform & Last

Made in the USA
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REFREEZE & REUSE   •   USE YOUR OWN GLASS   •   FIND YOUR PERFECT TEMP

Easy To Use

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



Attractive Packaging

Great for the retail shelf & for gifting

Designed to fit most standard stemmed & stemless glassware

The Smarter Way to Keep Your Wine Cool
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Stemmed Wine Chiller

Quartz Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-QTZ-1

Stone Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-STN-1

Sand Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-SND-1

Rose Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-ROS-1

Graphite Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-GPT-1

Cyan Stemmed Wine Chiller

MSRP $49.95
VC-ST-OO-CYN-1

Made in the USA
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Graphite Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-GPT-1  

Rose Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-ROS-1

Cyan Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-CYN-1

Quartz Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-QTZ-1

Stone Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-STN-1

Sand Stemless Wine Chiller

MSRP $44.95
VC-SL-OO-SND-1

Stemless Wine Chiller Made in the USA
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Quartz Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-CC-OO-QTZ-1

Graphite Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-CC-OO-GPT-1

Stone Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-VC-CC-STN-1

Rose Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-CC-OO-ROS-1

Sand Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-CC-OO-SND-1

Cyan Stemmed 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-CC-OO-CYN-1

Quartz Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-QTZ-1

Graphite Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-GPT-1

Stone Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-STN-1

Rose Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-ROS-1

Sand Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-SND-1

Cyan Stemless 
Extra Chill Cradle

MSRP $29.95
VC-SL-CC-CYN-1

Stemless Extra Chill Cradle

Stemmed Extra Chill Cradle

Extra Chill Cradles
Increase your sales 
with Extra Chill Cradles
as an add-on item

Extra Chill Cradles keep the chill 
going. Swap out your thawed 
Chill Cradle with a freshly frozen 
one. We recommend always 
having an extra on hand per 
person.

Pats & Patents Pending   •   MADE IN THE USA   •   Designed in Austin, Texaspg 8



Highly Functional

The VoChill does a wonderfully satis-
fying job of keeping wine chilled in 
our stemless glasses. A wonderful 
product.

Chris P. 

Fantastic

I have the original VoChill but prefer my 
stemless glasses, so I was so excited when 
they released a stemless glass version. I have 
spent every weekend night on my back patio 
enjoying a beverage that stays cold and 
undiluted to the last drop. The VoChill will 
keep your drink cold for several hours. Highly 
recommend. I plan getting more for my 
guests.

Elizabeth H.

Last sip is the coldest

#winning!
These are the best creation, a little 
glamour to the table scape with the 
high end color option and most 
importantly keeping my actual wine 
glass chilled. I love them so much!

Erica M.

VoCHILL IN THE DESERT | SO COOL

LOVING IT... even with the 100+ temps it 
keeps my wine chilled :)

Heidi A.

LOVE my VoChill!

I have BOTH VoChill styles & love them. Keeps 
my wine cold. When my friends/fam see 
it/use it they want to order one too. Highly 
recommend!

Michelle G. 

Perfect for Texas Summers

These wine chillers are ingenious, and keep 
my wine (or any other beverage) cold in the 
insane Texas heat. They have quickly become 
a household staple! This company also has 
AMAZING customer service. I had an issue 
with my order, and a replacement was 
shipped about 20 minutes after I reached out 
to them. Will definitely be buying as gifts for 
friends!

Lauren J.

Even better than expected!

We got a pair of these for our home in 
Palm Springs where it can get a little 
toasty and difficult to keep your beverag-
es cool. They are wonderful! Already 
planning to order additional cradles (the 
piece that goes in the freezer) and addi-
tional sets for our home in Chicago and 
to give as gifts! Perfect for the wine or 
cocktail lover in your life!

Robert B. 

The best !!

Love the Vochill . Ordered everyone a 
set for Christmas! ( 9 in all ) Christmas 
was a homerun! What a wonderful 
idea! Thanks so much!

Pamela H. 

We Let Our Customers Speak For Us!
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Co-Branding Have your logo printed on either a 
stemmed or stemless wine chiller.

Minimum Order Quantity is 50 units

For more information contact info@vochill.com

Co-Branding is a great option for 
on-premise use of VoChill products, 
and is a unique  take-home item for 
your customers to use at home and 
remember your brand with.

A New & Unique Way to Promote Your Brand
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On-Premise Use Treat your guests to VoChill and a 
better wine experience.

Perfect for Cooking Classes, Wineries, Wine Bars,  
Restaurants, and Hotels - anywhere that serves wine!

These are not for resale, and do not come with packaging in order to 
minimize your cost.

On-premise use of our wine chillers is the ultimate selling aid with a 
hands-on try-before-you-buy experience. Purchase Stemmed or Stemmless 
Wine Chillers in your choice of color. 

Stemmed Wine Chiller - $15
Stemless Wine Chiller - $15
Stemmed Extra Chill Cradle - $10
Stemless Extra Chill Cradle - $10



To learn more about VoChill
wholesale opportunities please contact

info@vochill.com or 
your designated representative.

Contact

®

®

VoChill is proudly made in the USA. All our products are packaged and ship from our 
warehouse and office located in Austin, TX. We work hard to ensure all orders are 
delivered accurately and on time.

We value each of our partners and are always here to help!   - Team VoChill

VoChill Inc. -- 7601 South Congress Avenue, Suite 420, Austin, TX 78745
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